
Boundaries and Work (Lesson 11) 

I. Origin of Work 

1. Work existed before the _______________________ ; it was always a part of God’s plan for humanity. 

2. The __________________________________ of work came as a result of the Fall and following curses. 

3. _____________________________ was a consequence of the Fall when Adam and Eve tried to pass 

blame on to the other. 

4. Before the Fall, Adam was connected to the love of God and from that loved state, he worked.  The 

Fallcaused separation between _______________________________________________________. 

5. The love-motivated “________________________” became a law-motivated “__________________”. 

6. All this adds up to the human race being unable to _______________________________________ and 

work effectively by owning its behaviors, talents, and choices. 

II. Work and character Development 

7. Christians often have a warped way of looking at work.  They see it as secular and somehow separate 

from the _________________________________________________________________. 

8. Work is a ___________________________________________________.  In our work we display the 

image of God as we reflect His character to others. 

9. To be a Christian is to be a _____________________________________________________ in the 

community of humanity.  By giving to others we find true fulfillment. 

10. Work is the place to develop __________________ in preparation for the work that we will do forever. 

11. The vast majority of problems in the workplace stem from a __________________________________. 

Problem #1: Getting saddled with another Person’s Responsibilities. 

12. Feelings of ___________________________________________________ will be the outcome for 

someone who takes on other’s responsibilities in the workplace. 

13. This individual needs to realize they are creating ________________________________________ and 

it will not change until they take responsibility for their own boundaries. 

14. ____________________________________________________________ needs to be communicated 

as to what you are responsible for and limit set for future reference. 

15. Expect _________________ and ________________________when you stick to your new boundaries. 

16. Don’t respond in anger or you will be ______________________ that somehow it is your responsibility. 

17. Do not fall into the ________________________________________why you can’t do his work for him. 



18. Many ___________________________ people who work next to ______________________________ 

people bear the consequence for their co-worker. 

19. _____________________and ____________________ are part of the Christian life.  _______________ 

is not. 

Problem #2: Working too Much Overtime 

20. Work / Life balance is a fine line.  Working too much OT can take a toll on ________________________ 

and ______________________________________________________ relationships. 

21. ____________________ ahead of time how much OT is possible without upsetting boundaries in both. 

22. Be prepared to say ____________________________________________ when pressured to do more. 

Problem #3: Misplaced Priorities 

23. Effective workers strive to do _________________ and spend their time on the most important things. 

24 Effective workers know their ______________ and ______________ managing their work accordingly. 

25. Problem arise when too much time is spent on ____________________ as a result of poor boundaries. 

26. Say no to the unimportant and say no to the __________________________ to do less than your best. 

27. Limits on ______________________________________________________________ keep them good. 

Problem #4: Difficult Co-workers 

28. Remember the Law of Power when dealing with difficult people in the workplace; you can only ______ 

____________________________________________________. 

29. To see another person as the problem to be fixed is to give that person __________________________ 

and your well-being. 

Problem #5: Critical Attitudes 

30. Allow critical people to be who they are, but keep _________________________________ from them. 

31. You can’t control the overly critical person, but you can _______________________________ to them. 

Problem #6: Conflict with Authority 

32. _________________________________________ occurs when you experience feelings in the present 

that really belong to some unfinished business in the past. 

33. The boss-employee relationship often triggers_________________________ that has roots in our past. 

34. You may be looking at this person through your own _________________________________, through 

your own _________________________________________________________________. 



Problem #7: Expecting Too Much of Work 

35. Often people place unrealistic expectation on work as if their employer should overlook their 

_____________________________________________________ like their family did. 

36. Problems arise when the employer is expecting _________________________________________, and 

the person wants childhood needs met 

37. Work is not obligated to provide all the ____________________________________________ you may 

need.  You are getting paid for a service. 

38. Health comes from _________________________________________unmet childhood needs and 

working them out to ______________________________________________________ of functioning. 

Problem #8 Taking Work-Related Stress Home 

39. Just as we have emphasized good personal boundaries at home, _______________________________ 

are needed to keep work issues at work. 

40. Conflict at work needs to be addressed at work or it will eventually find its way into the home in the 

form of _________________________________________________________________. 

41. If you are expending too much _______________________________, ___________________________ 

and other resource at work, you may not have much left for home life. 

Problem #9: Disliking Your Job 

42. Boundaries are where our ____________________________ comes from.  Boundaries define what is 

me and what is not me. 

43. Work is part of our identity in that it taps into our particular _______________________________ and 

the ____________________________________________________of those gifts in the community. 

44. Work, Friends and culture are all _________________________________________ on our boundaries 

and identity.  Make sure your boundaries are strong enough not to cave into to these pressures. 

45. Romans 12:2 speaks of______________________________________ against these types of pressures. 


